
East Kent District Association 

Treasure Report Year Ending 2020 

 

The 2020 cashbook opened with a balance of £7655.77  

 

In the first month the outstanding £900 site fees from the New Year meet was paid as well as the 

2019 vat bill of £2063.97 

 

This year the usual 20% vat that we have to pay on top of the landowners site fees was reduced to 

5%.  The committee decided to not pass on the savings on meet fees,  as well as the forementioned 

cost we still had the  usual costs associated with running the DA.  With all but one of the THS being 

cancelled, our opportunity to bring in an income to cover the cost was limited, we also wished to 

preserve as much of the DA funds as possible for the 90th birthday celebrations. 

 

Mainly in response to the COVID-19 crises, we introduced the option to pay online as well as the 

usual payments methods of cash and cheques.   

 

Initially a  PayPal account was set up to take payment for the Rye THS, the main reason for this was 

until after the THS we had no access to a bank account.  Initially I was advised it would be simpler to 

start a new bank account, however that was not to be the case.  Although the PayPal method 

worked well and for a small period of time we were able to take advantage of the 0% fees this was 

not to last and unfortunately some charges occurred.  With finally having access to the bank and not 

wishing to have increase site prices to cover PayPal charges we decided to offer bank transfers. 

 

I have listened to feedback from some members who have expressed concerns that our site fees 

have increased.  I suspect that there are a few members who are facing or will be facing financial 

uncertainties in the coming year due to the COVID-19 situation and thus I believe it is important 

more so than ever, that we keep da camping as affordable for all as possible.   However as well as 

the 20% vat payable on all site fees and the covering some of the stewards cost as stewards rightly 

camp for free,  it should be noted that the DA are facing increasing operational costs one example 

being no longer having access to £1 a week store at Painters Farm. We are hopeful that the future 

THS will be enough to meet these ever increasing cost to enable us to keep weekend meets as low as 

possible for you all to enjoy.  This year THS report is attached. 

 

The bank account closed with  £6819.96, post audit, consisting of headquarters and the two current 

HSBC Accounts, a  copy of the auditor’s report is attached.   

 



As can be seen in the auditor’s report there has been issues in regards to accessing the old account 

and transferring the balance over to Headquarters.  Although disappointed that having the money 

transferred from the old account to headquarters was more difficult than it needed to have been, 

I’m pleased to say finally funds from old account have been credited to Headquarters after nearly a 

year. 

 

Although it is disappointing to finish the year on a loss, it is much more important that people 

remained safe and for those that were able to get out it was great too see everyone seeming to 

enjoy themselves. 

 

I would like to finish on a  positive note and pleased to say that I can.  For during our very limited 

camping time, over £370 was raised for our chosen charity, the Kent Sussex & Surrey Air Ambulance. 

I think this was a brilliant effort given the restrictions that we faced this year and it was mainly due 

to the efforts of Nick and Tracey Northover and Denise Williams aka Nanny D knitting skills, so well 

done you guys and to all those who contributed.   

 

I would like to also thank Nigel Avery for auditing our accounts and his kind words, and the stewards 

who were willing to take cash payments in these unusual times.  I would especially like to thank 

Jenny Croney, the regional treasurer for all her help in getting to grips with the cash book and advice 

regarding other matters and head office for their assistance in regards to the old bank account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


